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The Beats as Cultural Others/Exotics in Recent Memoirs by Exile Poets

Poets who have come to the USA during the 1950s and 60s as expatriates or exiles from central European countries dominated by Communist regimes have often looked to Beat Generation writers as role models and inspirational figures. This is no doubt due to the spirit of individuality, non-conformism and jubilant celebration of difference and otherness which permeates the writings of poets such as Allen Ginsberg and novelists such as Jack Kerouac, and which resonated with European dissident poets who were often oppressed by totalitarian regimes.

Authors such as Charles Simic and Andrei Codrescu have published memoirs and poems detailing their fascination with figures associated with the Beat Generation. This paper examines the representation of Beat writers such as Ginsberg and Kerouac in Simic and Codrescu’s texts, and argues that the exile poets overlay the well-known figures of the Beat writers with yet another dimension of otherness and exoticism, in effect mirroring themselves and their own identity struggles as European exiles in these American dissident and non-conformist figures.

In 1954 Simic came to the United States from Yugoslavia with his family, becoming reunited with his father who had made the passage earlier. He went through school, followed by a number of casual jobs in various American cities over the next few years, while attempting to find his voice as a poet. In the course of this quest, which he has described in a number of autobiographical essays (collected in volumes such as A Fly in the Soup: Memoirs), he met or heard read a number of American poets of the most varied backgrounds and poetic proclivities. His exposure to American poetry began with contemporary voices such as Lowell and Jarrell, but at the advice of other writers soon turned toward older all-American voices such as Whitman and Sandburg. His own first published efforts seem to have been equally schizophrenic, reflecting his wildly fluctuating love affairs with Pound, Hart Crane and Walt Whitman’s styles (Simic, 2000: 85). After leaving Chicago for New York in 1958 he lived on his own for the first time and became acquainted with the seedier side of life and a number of down-and-out characters in the Times Square milieu also described by William Burroughs in his 1950s writings. Simic’s exposure to Beat literature seems to have been limited at first, but he does refer to Greenwich Village events in coffee houses and comments on Beat poets as the wildest, least integrated voices on the poetry scene of the late 1950s. Gradually he refines his tastes away from poets such as Alan Tate, whose essays he admires, but whose poetry strikes him as tedious. Simic usually offers empathetic accounts of most, even the more academic and conservative poets, but Tate is dismissed with the words: “You would have to be nuts to want to write like that” (93).

Simic experiences the bursting of the Beats onto the New York scene as a mixture of “a literary movement and a commercial venture” in 1960/61. This is really the Beatnik era with its melding into a folk music scene centred around Greenwich Village, offering “folk singing and comedy acts” in a mixture of coffee houses and tourist traps with banners such as “Where the Beat Meet the Elite” (111). Simic describes, in the form of a roll call, the multiplicity of poetic styles one might be exposed to there: “John Berryman and May Swenson, Allen Ginsberg and Denise Levertov, Frank O’Hara and LeRoi Jones” (111). What is striking is that Simic offers little or no critique or evaluation of these various poets, instead offering two equally weighted reasons for attending poetry readings: He comes as much for the conversations with anonymous strangers among the audience as for the inspiration from the poets, which specifically leaves him confused: “One minute I’d be dying of envy and the next of boredom and contempt” (111) It is guidance within this schizophrenic response that Simic seeks from his selected conversation partners among the audience. Several of these chance acquaintances become culture heroes and almost mentors for Simic, who however also drifts back towards fellow poets such as Bill Knott, before ending this segment of his memoirs with a description of a night-long conversation with Robert Lowell – in effect bringing Simic full circle back to the first poet he was exposed to in America.

While Simic thus others the Beat poets in comparison with more classically schooled or even academic poets of the 1950s, he never accepts the Beats as role models, but merely nods to their side acknowledging their desire for and practice of wild form, seeing it as a expression of a tradition for individual critiques of all alienating systems, but then departs from their path once and for all. The farewell to the Beats comes after Simic experiences that the Beat-style spontaneous writing of “drinking red wine, chain-smoking, and writing, long past midnight” (113) leads him into a false feeling of flow (“I was convinced there had never been such a moment of inspiration in the whole history of literature” (113)), which he the very next day realises only led to: “Incoherent babble, surrealist drivel! How could I have written such crap?” (113) Not for him then the Ginsberg credo of “first thought, best thought”, or Kerouac’s poetic dictum that “sketching language is undisturbed flow from the mind of personal secret idea-words, blowing (as per jazz musician) on subject of image”, and that there and only there lies the insight, or “jewel center of interest”.

In contrast Andrei Codrescu, a Romanian Jew who came to America in 1966, while actually pretending to be emigrating to Israel, seeks out his Beat idol Allen Ginsberg almost immediately upon arrival in New York (his first port of call is actually the Sperm Bank where he is told that there is no market for sperm representing his ethnicity, but unorthodoxly received payment for a blow job instead). The openness with which he is welcomed into the poet’s household is offered as one of the strongest contrasts with Codrescu’s life as a poet and writer in Romania where suspicion of state spies and omnipresent censorship created an atmosphere not very conducive to collective influence and shared political poetry. Codrescu further contrasts his arrival in the US with frustrated time spent as an exile in Italy and France, where he found it impossible to function as a poet of independent voice, yet with affinity with current movements in poetry. It takes an American shore to welcome him into a poetic project and community.

Many strange events occur that first day in Ginsberg’s apartment, including encounters with spectral drug addicts that are somehow associated with the Ginsberg/Orlovsky household. Codrescu is passive in the face of a barrage of words uttered by Ginsberg, which functions both as a blueprint for inspiration and an initiation into a latter-day Beat/hippie subculture. The emblematic quote from Ginsberg is transcribed thus by Codrescu: “He said Kerouac, Cassady, San Francisco, Prague, Andrei Voznesenski, pot and Umberto Saba in one sentence” (Codrescu, 2001:133). Despite the welcome and initiation, Codrescu is ultimately left stunned by the encounter with his hero, as Ginsberg packs up his travel kit of incense sticks, finger cymbals and books and dashes off with the words: “See you kids […] I’m off to India” (134). Codrescu experiences an exile’s sense of displacement, holding a parcel of books gifted to him by GInsberg: “Instead of falling into place, America had pushed him out of his place […] Everything remained a mystery. He was beginning to lose his familiarity with himself.” (134) 

This is actually the beginning of a very long quest for Codrescu which however remains inscribed in Ginsberg’s mentoring presence. The portion of Codrescu’s memoir that I have quoted from is entitled In America’s Shoes, an integrated part of the composite title his accumulated autobiography An Involuntary Genius In America’s Shoes (and What Happened Afterwards) and these experiences constitute the first baby steps in Codrescu’s attempt to fill those big shoes.

Codrescu later sets out to emulate Jack Kerouac’s cross-country On the Road voyages, looking for the native version of America that Kerouac also fantasised about throughout his writing career under labels such as Fellaheen brotherhoods, Dharma Bums etc. With the benediction of Ginsberg and the words of Kerouac (“The Land is an Indian thing”) as his guiding lights Codrescu traverses America from East Coast to West Coast, and documents the journey in two media: as a documentary film and as an illustrated travelogue in book form (both entitled Road Scholar). The book commences with a set of literary quintuplets in the form of epigraphs from Whitman, Henry Miller, Kerouac, Ginsberg and Lawrence Ferlinghetti, and the inscriptions of America supplied by these poets and novelists set the tone for Codrescu’s transcontinental quest for the original American communitarian voices. 

After learning how to drive, and acquiring a gigantic red Cadillac convertible, Codrescu revisits the site of his first day in America, re-telling the story of his visit with Ginsberg in the process. Codrescu explicitly states a need for Ginsberg’s “blessing for this trip into nineties America” (Codrescu, 1993: 43), and Ginsberg is labelled “the father of three generations of American rebels”, bestowing the role of patriarch passing on his legacy fully on Ginsberg, and of course casting Codrescu himself as the inheritor of the mantle. In return Codrescu offers the gift of conspiring with Ginsberg to instate Ted Berrigan as a true founding father of New York, replacing Peter Stuyvesant, the anti-Semitic Dutch governor of New Amsterdam by burying Berrigan in Stuyvesant’s grave. The quest for America’s spirituality, thus fully commences within the sphere of influence of the Beats, and not surprisingly comes to an end with another re-inscription in the Beat mythology, when Codrescu reaches San Francisco and closes the book and film with an interview with the great publisher of Beat literature (and of Codrescu, by the way) City Lights Press founder Lawrence Ferlinghetti. In this manner Codrescu refinds himself in America, which he denies is a melting pot, but rather a mix of many separate but equal identities. The book’s last words re-cite Kerouac’s belief that the land is an Indian thing, but Codrescu adds his own ingredient: “But it’s also a Romanian thing” (193)

Before concluding I wish to backtrack slightly to trace an essential event securing Ginsberg’s place as a role model for expatriates from Communist Eastern Europe. This event dates back to the 1965 trip Ginsberg made to several countries behind the Iron Curtain. The most publicised portion of that journey took Ginsberg to Prague where he was crowned the King of May at a carnival-like festival held for the first time in two decades by competing student unions at the University of Prague. It is therefore a much more significant detail than one might first realize that one of the many things Ginsberg mentioned in one sentence to Codrescu upon their first meeting was Prague. This city functions as a site of great importance in Ginsberg’s own memoirs of his growth as poet and public persona, and thus is transferred onto Codrescu as a mediation of his own exile status: Ginsberg experienced greatness and deposition from that site, making him temporarily an exile too.

Ginsberg’s own account of the events and the poem he wrote to memorialise it have served as an inspiration for oppositional voices within the Eastern Bloc countries in the late 1960s, where samizdat and other dissident writings were disseminated reporting the potential of poetry to change the world. One can regard Ginsberg’s own interpretation of the events as a mirror image of the response to him in Communist Czechoslovakia. He seems to place an inordinate amount of importance on the crowning, possibly seduced by the taste of power and adulation which was unparalleled in his experience as a publicly performing poet back in the US. To be paraded through the capital of a country, to be the focal point of a carnivalesque ceremony with long historic roots. and to be promised the run of the city with what that involved of sex, liquor and unfettered performance space must have been a powerful drug for Ginsberg, who after the May events began casting himself as a much more public and political figure domestically in the US (viz. his role in the events surrounding the Democratic Party convention in Chicago 1968). 

As late as 1994 Ginsberg singles out the month of May 1965 as a nexus in his life and in world events. In the liner notes to a compilation of his readings and musical recordings he glosses the recording of “Kral Majales (King of May)” with the following tale: “I’d been kicked out of Cuba for private criticism of Castro’s gay-persecution policies and landed in Prague for a month. I’d gone on to Russia and Poland and on my way back stopped in Czechoslovakia. There accidentally I was elected the King of May on May Day then expelled by Czech police a week later. By May 9, while visiting with Dylan on the Thames embankment, he filmed Don’t Look Back, and thereafter I found myself in a hotel room with him and The Beatles. I really was the King of May.” (Ginsberg, 1994:18) The vortex of events during that month, displaced Ginsberg out of two Communist states, yet re-affirmed that while he may be exiled or in a foreign country he was still the nexus of hip, joining Dylan and the Beatles together in the incipient countercultural project of working for world peace. Ginsberg was the King of May whose sexual and global politics and poetry set the tone for decades to come, both in the Communist sphere he was ejected from but left his influence in, and in the hip world alliance he himself created on the London embankment and took with him back to America as the homecoming Queen.

The nexus extends both back to the old world where young poets like Codrescu were inspired by Ginsberg and the other Beats and that particular legacy that founded the legend of Ginsberg – but the nexus also reaches forward into the new world where Codrescu and Ginsberg himself thirty years later struggle to catch up with it, Codrescu wearing Cadillac-sized red shoes, Ginsberg looking for a role of relevance in his fifth decade in the public limelight. The paradox is made deeper by the fact that they both have recourse to nostalgia for the 1950s and 60s to fill those Genius shoes… Obviously, Simic’s generation of expatriates, the children set free by Hitler and Stalin, as Simic himself formulates it, were not originally within this nexus, as they entered the US prior to the birth of the global counterculture Ginsberg truly was instrumental in founding and developing. Simic is a case in point of a poet who could have opted into the Beat sphere of influence, but who declined to do so, exactly because he was already an insider in America despite being born outside it, and he did not need to avail himself of the rebellious position, Ginsberg and his progeny offered. Codrescu continued to insist on his Romanian origin and legacy, but opted into the Beat vision of the alternative spiritual Fellaheen version of America.
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